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Absentee Voting & Expanding Electoral Participation 
Alyse Marie Frederick 
Department of Political Science, Chapman University; Orange, California
Hypotheses: 
H 1: Minority demographics are less likely 
to vote, therefore decreasing the cost of     
voting can aid in expanding electoral 
participation 
H 2: The Liberalizing of Absentee voting will 
minimize the cost  associated with voting, 
thus alleviating the necessity of knowing 
the location of a polling place 
H 3: Life responsibilities, such as the 
burden of child raising, will inhibit an 
individuals likelihood to vote at a polling     
place 
Introduction to Research
• This research seeks to identify the 
power liberalization of voting has on 
expanding the electorate to include 
demographics commonly 
underrepresented in the democratic 
process.
• Initially absentee voting was 
established during WWI as a means to 
allow soldiers displaced by war to 
participate in voting. 
• While many states now allow for 
anybody to vote via an absentee ballot    
Currently in the United States 22 states 
require an excuse for voters to be 
eligible for an absentee ballot.  
• The state of California provides its 
residents the option to permanently 
vote absentee. While the state of 
Oregon has switched to absentee only 
elections. 
  
Findings 
H 1: Participation by Demographic 
• It has been identified that minority groups have 
lower electoral participation rates in comparison to 
their counterpart white voters. Graph 1 provides a 
brief visualization of participation rates in 
accordance to demographic in the state of 
California. Not only does this graph reveal the lower 
rates in which minority citizens vote absentee, but 
also the drastically low rate that they vote in general. 
It is important to keep in mind states very in the 
regulations they place on absentee ballot 
accessibility. 
H 2: Precinct Accessibility  
• Graph 3 provides a visualization of how a lack of 
accessibility to voting inhibits participation. For this 
example, the simple knowledge of where to go to 
vote is examined. In this chart it can be seen that 
over a thousand individuals did not vote, merely on 
the fact that they did not know where to go. Voting 
can be thought of as being comparable to a cost  
benefit calculation. Thus, the decision to vote 
absentee or any method of voting are effected by 
the effort required (cost) to vote at a polling place. 
Therefore, the liberalization of absentee voting could 
stimulate participation through minimizing costs 
associated with voting, by eliminating the necessity 
of voting at a precinct. 
H 3: Familial Responsibility 
• Graph 2 provides insight on one of the most drastic 
variables that defies demographic categorization. It 
can be identified that the burden of raising a child 
inhibits an individuals availability to vote at a 
precinct.  A drastic decline can be seen in comparing 
the voting results of individuals with children in their 
household comparison to individuals without 
children. Given that the Government estimates that 
currently there are 74.3 million children in the United 
States, 24.7 million of which are under the age of 11, 
poses quite a challenge in the execution of a direct 
democracy. Thus, creating an opportunity for 
liberalized absentee voting to provide assistance. 
The extension of time an absentee ballot gives the 
voter provides an increased opportunity for a 
caregiver to exercise their electoral voice. 
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